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stuck in a rut)? And two, what possibilities might open for us if this re
framing ofthe humanities in terms of energy allows us to see how the hu
manities is an assemblage that articulates energies across a wide variety
ofactants, many (or most) ofwhom are not human? What I am ultimately
interested in here is pursuing a nonhumanist reconceptualization of the
practices formerly called "humanist."2
As an initial shock to our presentist sense of this crisis, I want to
note that almost thirty years ago Terry Eagleton wrote that the crisis of
the humanities is permanent, resulting from their structural "margin
alization."3 He speculates that the role of the humanities is to produce
the commonsense understanding of the human that allows for the rela
tively smooth functioning of social and economic life under capitalism.
At times when this concept is in crisis, the humanities have to step in to
clarify, critique, and shore up the human, but at moments ofrelative calm
this crisis management role is less necessary. I'm not going to spend too
much time on Eagleton, and I want to take his assessment with more than
one grain of salt. Still, his speculations prompt an interesting question:
ls it possible that in our time, the receding of support for and interest in
the humanities stems, counterintuitively, from the taken-for-grantedness
ofthe human today?
In one sense, this is an almost absurd, Pollyannaish question. Given
the completely unworked-through grappling with evolution and climate
change, the ongoing insufficiency of human rights law as a global politi
cal framework, the clusterfuck ofgenetic technologies and myriad other
forms ofbiopolitics, and the increasingly well-known critique of the very
notion ofthe human issuing from the so-called "posthumanism" in the
academy, it seems like nothing today is less certain than the human. 4 And
yet-and this is a big "yet"-there is something sublime about how little
these erosions at the edges of the human seem to disrupt the daily march
ofneoliberal capitalist empire articulated around a certain version of the
human, one Sylvia Wynter calls "Man."5 Coursing through the entire com
plex of global relations in the wake of 1492, Man functions as a diagram:
"a non-unifying immanent cause that is coextensive with the whole social
field: the abstract machine is like the cause of the concrete assemblages
that execute its relations; and these relations between forces take place
'not above' but within the very tissue of the assemblages they produce"
(Deleuze 1988, 37).
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